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This classic story of the Tomten’s nocturnal visits to all of the residents of wintry farm has been
reminding children of the promise of spring for decades. “The friendly troll Tomten will be a
welcome visitor. . . . Highly recommended.”—School Library Journal (starred review) “Wiberg’s
lovely, full-color paintings convey the hushed atmosphere of night in the Swedish countryside
and also the sweet charms of the Tomten. . . . The gentle story with its eye-filling scenes is an apt
choice for a bedtime read-aloud.”—Publishers Weekly “A picture book of rare distinction.”—The
Chicago Tribune An ALA Notable BookA Parents’ Choice Paperback Award Winner

About the AuthorAstrid Lindgren (1907–2002) was born in Sweden. After college, she worked in
a newspaper office and a Swedish publishing house. Her most famous and beloved book, Pippi
Longstocking, was originally published in Swedish in 1950 and was later translated into many
other languages. It was followed by two sequels, Pippi Goes on Board and Pippi in the South
Seas. Ms. Lindgren had a long, prolific career, writing more than 100 picture books, poems,
short stories, plays, screenplays, and novels. In 1958, she won the Hans Christian Andersen
Medal, the highest international award in children’s literature.
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The Shortest Day: Celebrating the Winter Solstice



Baa Baa Black Sheep, “Can I only give this lovely book 5 stars?. I love, love, love this book! I'm
63 years young but was laying in bed last night with a book light reading this. It's a very smiple
boo k and a very fast read. The illustrations are beautiful. I am now hooked on Tomten and am
looking into other books about this wonderful and wise gnome. Yes, I recommend it :-)”

Stacia, “Cozy little book. Perfect add to our winter book basket.”

Jeffery J, “Enjoyable read!. This is a children's book, but I as an adult who am just discovering
my Swedish roots (and thus am fascinated by Scandinavian folklore) found this a pleasant,
peaceful story. And quite relatable in the sense that it is cold and snowy outside, and winter is
soon to come. Seasons change, years pass, but this little tomten quietly goes about its routine,
doing little things to make life better at the farm.I suppose one could say that's how people
should be: humble, but vigilant in doing what needs to be done, and uplifting other creatures as
we do so.”

Phyl, “Lovely, lovely book!. 81 years old. Still find this story calming. I leave it on the coffee table
so anyone - regardless of their age can enjoy.”

Amanda L, “Cute. Astrid Lindgren- the author of the indomitable and appealing Pippi
Longstocking- adapted a poem into a book format. This was, I understand, translated into
English from her native Swedish. If you keep that in mind, the repetitive paragraphs and lack of a
story-line make more sense, and my children very much enjoyed listening. It made a wonderful,
slow, quiet bedtime story. The pictures are similarly calm, and I can’t quite tell if they are actually
painted to be slightly out of focus or if the printing was off. I think it’s on purpose, but it’s just
slight enough that it’s hard to pinpoint. It’s also only a couple of pages long- for some reason, I
understood this to be “the adventures of the Tomten,” instead it is a night of his wandering and
remembering that “winters come and winters go, summers come and summers go...” But if you
know all of this, and know that it is a beautiful and dreamy book, then you will enjoy it, too!”

Jeremy Barber, “Adorable tale. Love reading this during the Yule season to my child and get to
feel like a child myself again each year with a read through! The book is in a somewhat beat up
condition however it is only minor and still durable and the reading experince is not hindered”

Plume45, “Secret Protector of the Old Farm. Astrid Lindgren, creator of irrepressible Pippi
Longstocking, here shares the Scandinavian legend about a kindly winter dwarf who secretly
inhabits and protects isolated farms. This independent little fellow wears shaggy clothes, a long
white beard (hundreds of years’ growth) and a long red stocking cap. Now you must understand
that no human being has ever seen the Tomten, but in winter sharp eyes might detect his tiny



footprints in the snow. Only children could see him, but then—alas--they are always asleep
when he peeps in, so they can’t be counted as believers. There is no real plot in this first story,
which serves as a gentle introduction to beloved Nordic lore, lovingly adapted from a poem by
Viktor Rydberg. Like a secret benefactor the Tomten paces his lonely rounds to the farm’s
various buildings--soothing the animals by giving them pleasant dreams of future spring and
summer, some straw or a midnight snack. A few repetitive phrases will sound rhythmically on the
listener’s ear. Despite the lack of action and conflict, the gently-told tale will touch those who are
young at heart and the delightful pastel illustrations by Harald Wiberg will charm children and
adults alike.  Every quaint old farm needs a loyal Tomten to ensure smooth, nocturnal operations.”

Alison Kay, “A delight!. I remember reading this book to classes of reception age children, and to
my own boys, several years ago. I loved the atmospheric artwork, and the quiet repetitive story -
and this seemed to be absorbed by the children. Although nothing much seems to happen as
the tomten makes his nightly rounds it provides a window into a magical world of hard winters
and thick snow. At the end we glimpse the coming of summer in the tomten's thoughts.I found it
very useful to have a story which is set in midwinter, but doesn't mention Christmas. In Britain
snow and cold weather usually occurs in January and it is good to have stories which reflect the
one without limiting it to Christmas. My grandchildren have loved it this winter - snuggling down
to hear the story of the tomten in the same way as their parents did!”

MargC, “mysterious. I liked this story as a child. I liked the slight mystery about it and the calm
repetitiveness of the story. A good story for a cold and stormy winter evening in front of a fire.
Just as it would have been in Sweden where the story is set. This is not an adventure with lots of
goings on, it's a picture book with soothing words. It must have made an impact on me as a child
as I can still remember it today. I bought it for my little goddaughter and she enjoyed it.”

Melanie, “Absorbing and beautiful. This is a gentle story but very satisfying in its location and in
the walk around the remote farm in the depth of winter. It's been a longstanding firm favourite
with my sons (aged 2 & 6) and we bought this second copy for an old friend's daughter. We feel
that it's a special gift. Let's just hope they agree!”

EDMeerkat, “Perfect winter story. Magical lyrical story. Daughter was enchanted and particularly
lovely to read at Christmas time”

The book by Ruth Hearson has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 966 people have provided feedback.
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Grade level: Preschool - 3
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